
Welcome to the Leadership Caffeine Jam Session with Art Petty
and Jenn Kuhlman on Technical Support

Premise: Learning to identify and lead in
your organization's gray zones

 is a powerful approach for
scaling your impact (& getting ahead)

We've changed the format of the Jam Session (but not the purpose) to create increased opportunities for interaction...

Note: Chat stream is shared
and is anonymous

Video is shared;
not anonymous

New "Meeting" Format: 

On camera, if you desire;

Want to talk? Raise your hand

The CHAT Stream is still our
primary vehicle for

sharing/asking/suggesting

Offer ideas; ask questions
of me/each other...

"OK, Art, what the heck are gray zones?"

Or...

Problems or opportunities that
exist in No-One's Land.

Gray Zones = Opportunity Zones (OZ)

Between functions

Between layers

Between groups in
the same function

Between geographies

Anywhere that one line of
accountability ends and another starts.

Recognize the signs

Inefficiencies

Communication
challenges

Process issues

New initiatives that aren't gaining traction

Strategy execution (one of my favorites!

They're everywhere...hiding in plain sight; you just
need to start seeing them!

CHALLENGE: In the next week,
identify three or more OZs

Where do you see OZ (Opportunity Zones) in your
organization?

What types of opportunities do you see
that fit this gray zone description

OZ = bad name? 

CASE STUDY: A Master's Class in Gray Zone Leadership

The student becomes the teacher

Joined a major organization going
through hyper-growth. On day
one: reorganized...new boss

Tuned in to the boss.
...pain points...

Building small groups to take
away the pain points!

Started gaining access
bigger situations;

Individual cultivated trust &
Boss started sponsoring for larger initiatives

Replicated the process at scale, now with visibility
across functions and at senior levels.

Made heroes out of
those who helped

What I saw on the way to lunch!

Fastest rise to VP in this
Fortune 500 firm ever!

Other examples...

The OZ: The
product management/product

development process
Stacey

OZ: The Customer
Fulfillment Process (3 departments)

Charlotte

OZ: a revenue shortage and
an innovation desert

Joe, Anita, Team

Cross-Division
Product Integration

Ed

Strategy

Amy

Data Quality

Coalition (no one leader, but an instigator)

Finding the OZ:  Idea #1

Conduct "The Missing
Conversations" with Your

Boss

Do you know their...

Goals; aspirations;
hopes; frustrations;

(Note: have these discussions regardless
of your Gray Zone intentions)

It is your job to make a
hero out of your boss!

The challenge is to LISTEN
FIERCELY and tune-in to areas

where you can help.

Make sure your boss is
your advocate!

Don't do this
without a safety

net!

Finding the OZ:  Idea #2

Tune in to the internal narrative
on your project teams or with

your colleagues

This is code for: pay
attention to the bit#$ing.

Dig deeper....what's at the root of the
issues that bother people?

Tune In To: 

What's exciting people?

What's frustrating them? Is it substantive or
superficial?

What's big and new and people are
uncertain about how to bring it to life?

Where do you/others see
big inefficiencies?

What are the "If only we..." discussions?

Keep your ears open for people looking
for "Somebody" or "Anybody"

What's something good that's
not being cared for?

Values....

Finding the OZ: Idea #3

Big organizational initiatives

Reframe: I wonder what
this new

strategy/goal/program
means for me?

To...

I bet they (senior leaders) need help
bringing this to life. How can you help? 

Recent coaching
discussion.

Fainting effect: Every executive is hoping
someone/some group will stand up and

commit to helping on the big issues.

Seriously

Example: What will this
merger mean for us? I wonder if I'll have a job.

To: 

What if you recognized that the acquiring firm needs
individuals in the acquired organization who are willing to

dive in and build the new organization? What might you do? 

Recent coaching
discussion:

What's happening in your organization that needs traction, ideas, energy?

Bringing Your Opportunity to Life #1: Build a Coaltion Coalition (noun) An
alliance for combined (temporary) action

Challenges: 
"But I don't own

this issue."

"I don't have the authority"

"This crosses multiple departments and
the other group will block me."

"This is outside the
scope of my job."

How's Your Reciprocity Bank Account
Across the Organization

Reciprocity: a
universal principle

By the time you need their
help, it's too late to build that

reciprocity debt

The math is simple: do something for
someone...they'll owe you one.

THIS DOESN'T MEAN TAKE
ON MORE WORK!

Be deliberate how you help!
(E.G. Connecting)

How strong are your
internal/external networks?

Power Tip: your networks need
weekly deliberate development!

Every week! What relationships will I
START/RENEW/REPAIR

ADD-ON: 
What relationships
will I CONNECT?

Be deliberate
and strategic!

Bring Your Opportunity to Life #2

Expect Resistance in and Around the Gray Zones

What's the best way to
reduce resistance?

Do your homework:

What boundaries
am I crossing?

What support do I
have/need?

Who will be I impacted?

Who do I need to help? 

Where do I
expect resistance

Learn and practice navigating
the Persuasion Process

Goulston teaches us that
people move in stages:

From Resisting
to Listening

From Listening to
Considering

From
Considering to

Doing

From Doing to
Glad They Did

Make heroes out of the
people who support you!

It's our job to help them safely and
authentically move through the stages.

What tools do you have your
disposal for doing this?

Empathy

WIIFT

What help do they need?

Give strategic control
(give them autonomy)

It must really be difficult to
be you in your role....

Great Gray Zone Leadership Practices 

Making heroes out
of contributors

Building high performance teams

Cultivate your
sense of adventure

Don't expect everyone to love you

Cultivate empathy as a
superpwoer

Cultivate sponsorship

Create your unique version of
Gray Zone Leadership

Become adept at spotting
the opportunities

Be a network
connector

Tools: Leverage the Jam
Session Archives

https://artpetty.com/jam-session-archive/

Ask Art for resource suggestions

Start small and
keep building

The Bottom-Line for Now

Take the ideas and
make them your own

I'm sure there are a hundred reasons
why you "can't" do what we've talked

about here. Ignore them.

How can I help?
art@artpetty.com

"Never stop experimenting."
Deb Gruenfeld to our

Northwestern Exec Ed group.


